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Some Problems for a Naturalistic Account
of Intentionality

Joelle PROUST

This paper examines Jerry Fodor's successive positions concerning the problem
of intentionality, and in particular considers his efforts towards a naturalistic
account which hefirst coined an (unattainable) « ideal ofpure reason». Considera
tions in Putnam's and Burge's style against an individualistic account ofmental
contents do not deter Fodorfrom individualism as a general scientificstrategy, but
lead him to develop a dual account ofcontent: the individualistic theory ofnarrow
content is supplemented by a causal theory 0/ wide content. His solution to the
disjunction problem in terms of the asymmetry between essential and accidental
causal factors is summarized. This solution is finally questioned as to the extent to
which it conforms to the requirements 0/ a naturalized semantics.

Intermediate Representations Jean-Pierre DESCLES

Compilation is a general method ofcomputer sciences authorizing the design of
high-level language programming independantly of an execution process. By
generalization we formulate the principle of compilation in cognitive sciences: in
order to handle complexe symbolics by relatively elementary natural components
(that is, physical), the method consists 0/ generating intermediate representations
« translated » from one level to the other by a compilation process.

Semantic Selection and Natural
Selection: The Causal Role of the
Lexicon

Massimo PIATIELLI-PALMARINI

Hearing a specific sentence can induce us to do something which is also very
specific. In this sense, meanings are one among the many possible causes of our
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behaviors. This causal link is perfectly natural and requires a perfectly naturalistic
explanation. However, for reasons that are duly specified, this explanation cannot
be reduced to sheer physical interactions, nor explained in terms of standard
Darwinian evolutionary mechanisms. The semantics of natural languages is
compatible with the laws ofphysics and with evolutionary mechanisms, but it is not
exhaustible in these terms. The chief obstacle encountered by many traditional
attempts to «naturalize» semantics is not so much the complexity oflanguage, but
rather its abstractness. Taking, as a core example, the abstract internal structure of
single lexical items, data are presented, and arguments are deployed in favor of a
strongly innatistic and atomistic lexical semantics. Context-independent abstract
constraints on lexical meanings are examined, and a sketch of an acquisition
theory for the lexicon of natural languages is offered. It is argued that this
preliminary scheme does justice both to the abstractness and to the naturalness of
semantics. It makes these two central properties of natural languages not only
compatible, but mutually explanatory.

Connectionism and Cognition :
Searching for the Right Questions

Daniel ANDLER

Connectionism is the attempt to model cognitive systems by neural nets, intercon
nected sets ofsimple automata. The last decade has seen the rise ofconnectionism
as a major new paradigm in cognitive science, challenging the classical, so-called
cognitivist approach. The paper first presents and contrasts the two approaches,
stressing what choices, beyond that of a basic machine, are made by each to
ground its ambition as a theory ofcognition. The critical analysis ofconnectionism
then begins with an appraisal of its claim to model realistically various properties
ofhuman cognition revealed by introspection or straightforward examination, and
the charge by its opponents that it fails to take into account a critical feature of
thought, viz. its constituent structure. The recourse to some distinction of levels
renders however any such argument less than conclusive. Various notions of level
are considered, and doubts are raised about the reality ofthe « subsymbolic» level,
which connectionists belonging to the PDP school view as the appropriate one for
a theory of the «microstructure» of cognition. By contrast, the ANN brand of
connectionism opens up the prospect ofa theory belonging to the realm oftheoret
ical biology, based on the self-organizational properties of certain dynamical
systems. This framework makes it possible, moreover, to account for the self
assignment ofsuch a basic concept as time. It is concluded that the hardest problem
may be that ofassigning to each approach its proper place within a general theory
of cognition.
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Color Vision :
Case Study in the Foundations of
Cognitive Science
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Francisco J. VARELA,

Evan THOMPSON

A comparative view ofcolor reveals a diversity ofways in which a color space is
constituted according to the history ofa given animal class. We review the evidence
for the existence of color spaces of higher dimensions in vertebrates other than
primates (fish, birds). These empirical facts lead us to discuss some basic topics in
current cognitive science, and against the computational approach that perceptual
qualities such as color are recovered from pre-given environmental information.

The Physical, the Morphological, the Symbolic:
Remarks on Vision

Jean PETI10T

The aim ofthe article is to show that many ofthe fundamental epistemological
problems of classical functionalist cognitivism result from the dualism it accepts
between the physical and the symbolic, and from its refusal to admit an interme
diate, morpho-dynamical level.

Yet numerous recent studies in mathematical physics show that there indeed exist
qualitative and stable morphological structures which can in fact emerge from
physical substrata. These topological-dynamical structures are intrinsically signifi
cant for cognitive systems (in particularfor perceptual ones). They justify some sort
of« neo-ecologism ». The article presents some elements for their mathematization
and links them with other works in visual perception (in particular with those of
David Marr and Jan Koenderink).
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